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Dear Members of the Committee,

I implore you to give consideration to creating a single body to coordinate the research, manufacture, supply and availability of all medical cannabis,
and not only medicinal cannabis, but also the industrial and the recreational. This single body would be The People’s Cannabis Industry Investment
Bank Co-operative.
I implore you also to look deeply into the history of industrial, medicinal, and recreational cannabis prohibition via the U.N. and also closely consider
the foundations of the TGA and the FDA.
I find it ludicrous to consider that we in Australia are not allowed, because of fraudulently argued and undemocratically imposed cannabis
conventions, to do what we see as best with this most beneficial and useful plant. What right does any government really have to prevent
unalienable rights? (the world signed on, but sanctions if you don’t) Can’t we reconsider?
The so called crucible of the free world, U.S.A. has globally taken away from use, what has to be considered unalienable rights to nature’s medicines
and produce. These laws and conventions are costing us a sustainable robust economy, a stable banking system alternative, and a find-the-cure
medical industry alternative based around cannabis bud oil, which is irrefutably the most health-inducing, least side-effect medicine on earth, and
can be produced relatively very inexpensively compared to pharmaceuticals.
Can you imagine the benefits of a large branch of medicine where all the industry and profits go to the people in this country, and it has a “most
curative, health-inducing substance” approach, combined with counselling, meditation and relaxation, and physical therapies rather than the
current, one and only, “dose with whatever affects the symptom and is least poisonous” approach. We are supposed to have free enterprise, aren’t
we? This is what I want. But we have fascist dictatorship monopoly in the TGA with respect to cannabis and other health inducing substances.
We must be willing to face the most pertinent facts of what has happened here, which are, in simplified terms:
There were two main strands of medicine existing throughout history, before the advent of the famed “modern scientific” medicine.
1. Allopathic – treat the symptom or symptoms with poisons, surgery or radiation.
2. Empirical – treat the person towards a cure, and use health inducing substances, physical therapies and various mind training
Modern treat-the-disease, patented poison medicine was established by the most wealthy families in America and Europe, foremost among them
the oil industry monopolists, the Rockefellers.
In order to create a secure patented pharmaceutical and high-tech treat-the-disease, not create-the-cure business, university medical schools were
financed and hospitals built, but only treatments using poisons, surgery and radiation were permitted to be studied and practiced. Viable empirical
methods have been driven out by vested interest regulation ever since.
In the 1930’s, before prohibition, cannabis sativa and cannabis indica were two of the most widely prescribed medicines in the USA and Australia and
worldwide.
Without any “double blind, scientific” test, denying thousands of years of recorded safe and effective medical use, overnight the legislation was
passed to make cannabis the most illegal and supposedly the most dangerous drug on earth, with absolutely no medical value, with only one legal
U.S. agency able to supply cannabis for medical testing, and this one agency would not supply unless the design of the test was to prove it
dangerous.
This effectively established a medical monopoly, a little fascist segment of the USA government, then and still now, able to use the power of US
military to enforce elimination of the competition in USA, and from there, worldwide.
The Rockefeller family were major contributors to the establishment of the U.N. which has proven ineffective in bringing peace and ending conflict,
yet has been allowed to begin to impose international control over our local councils through Agenda21, and impose conventions world-wide against
cannabis to protect the pharmaceutical industry under the guise of protecting us from this “evil weed.”
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Now we are in the situation of realizing that alcohol is worse a drug than cannabis in a number of significant areas, such as violence, driving
impairment, hangovers, serious illness and death. Cannabis has huge medical potential and also has huge industrial potential, but which country is
going to risk sanctions from the U.N.? Why can’t Australia expose this crime against humanity and help the world by completely undermining this
fascist medical monopoly and set up the first People’s Cannabis Industry Investment Bank Co-operative and share all our experience freely with the
world?
I will now go into more detail and for convenience will now include sections of a previous Submission to Inquiry into the Trade and Foreign
Investment
(Protecting the Public Interest) Bill 2014 (now submission 142 on Parliament website)
This submission also mentions another very pertinent point with respect to the consideration of this panel and that is the fact that patents are being
awarded on cannabis. If we do not question the granting of those patents and expose the crime of cannabis prohibition, the global poison symptombased medical industry that made cannabis medicine illegal, and withheld it from humanity, will be able to limit its application to their model, so the
research to find real cures will not be done and cannabis will be just an adjunct to the existing very flawed poison based, make lots of money for a
long, long time, medical system.
I highly recommend that all members of this committee watch the following videos of the US congressional enquiry into state/federal cannabis laws.
1; http://youtu.be/vxFhiDuM4Ps 2: http://youtu.be/sThWlIQb0Lo
3. Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. 4. http://youtu.be/SGRNzlZkyZg

It will take courage to do what I am suggesting. However if you honestly make the deeper, broader enquiry, by watching the above videos and the
others I have listed as references at the end, you will surely see that we have been very seriously hood-winked.
If we want to get rightful control over the welfare of our own country, and stop immoral fascist interference from foreign powers, the prevention of
which I understood was a high priority of federal government, we will have to withdraw from cannabis conventions, and U.S. alliances and trade
agreements, and in complete freedom, considering all possibilities, harness the enormous potential of cannabis the way that is seen best for us.

Thank you for the privilege of presenting this patriotic submission.
Please consider this submission in the light of another of Thomas Jefferson’s great principles: “Dissent is the highest form of patriotism”
I believe that means in a very intelligent, researched, visionary, respectful, manner.
We are at a critical point. Please consider my submission in all seriousness and sincerity.

Gary L. Anderson

OVERVIEW
It is my personal view, and the view of The Songs of Freedom and Dances of Peace Revival that we should definitely not sign the Trans Pacific
Partnership with investor-state dispute settlement clauses, nor with any cannabinoid patents possible to be enforced. We should reject all patents
on cannabinoid medicine worldwide.
We should look into the background and between the lines and recognise that in signing the TPP we are giving globalist and US companies, and US
government agencies that have had patents accepted in Australia and USA on cannabinoid medicine, the right to sue us if we grow and produce the
medicine that these companies and government agencies have, against unalienable human rights, stolen by political, legal and scientific fraud from
the people of the earth for the last century.
Instead of signing the TPP we should initiate a law suit against the owners of the parties that have deceived us by propaganda into United Nations
Conventions on Cannabis that amount to a huge many-layered crime against humanity for the sake of profit for multi-national poison manufacturers
and petro-chemical companies wanting to eliminate the opposition that puts their own morality, performance and usefulness under intense scrutiny.
I submit an initial draft of such a legal case for the people of Australia to consider.
In considering the vast scale of this crime and all aspects of the globalist plan, as well as pondering the best way we can now move forward and
harness the enormous medical and industrial value of the cannabis plant, and reverse the total damage of the allopathic medical conspiracy, and
address the huge economic and social losses of unconscionable, inhumane regulation against industrial cannabis, I have concluded that a People’s
Cannabis Industry Investment Bank Co-operative, is the very best way to manage this most valuable resource. I submit the foundational concepts
and the operational principles of the P.C.I.I.B.C. for the consideration of the Australian people.
In order to be able to properly quantify the loss and damage of the big cannabis oil lie, to confirm the range and scope of the true medical value of
cannabis oil, and also to fully understand the total possibilities of embracing cannabis, I suggest we should have a very large medical trial of cannabis
oil versus allopathic treatments.
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I therefore submit a well-considered proposal for what could surely be the most significant medical trials in history. They could provide the basis of a
true free-enterprise best-of-both-worlds, what-really-works medical system.
Australia is at a critical point in our history. The imposition of ISDS clauses in so-called “free-trade" agreements is a further locking down of the sly
global divide-and-conquer paradigm. Ex-PM Malcolm Frazer is perfectly right in calling USA a dangerous ally. I am adding another dimension in
saying that if we have indeed been raped by lies and deceit for a century to sign onto international conventions to support their $US oil and
pharmaceuticals against cannabis to the tune of trillions of dollars, we should sort that out before we take another step closer to them through the
TPP.

WE-THE-PEOPLE OF THE WORLD V THE GLOBALIST MASTER BANKERS,
THE OWNERS AND CONTROLLERS OF THE U.S.A GOVERNMENT
AND THE U.S FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
CLAIMS
1. The assertion that cannabis oil has absolutely no medicinal value, and is also dangerous so that it cannot be studied for medical value, which
forms the basis for global cannabis policy, was a deliberate lie to secure the future of the allopathic disease and poison/surgery/radiationbased medical industry.
2. This lie was inflicted upon the people of the world with Reefer Madness propaganda and economic pressure onto the United Nations and
individual nation-states by USA as part of their globalist masters’ plan to control the world, and stop the real uniting of the nations and
peoples in peace.
3. The prohibition on cannabis for medical and recreational use also facilitated the simultaneous prohibition on industrial use of cannabis.
4. The globalists who gained long-term control of the USA in 1913 through taking control of the central Federal Reserve Bank, in no way wanted
any viable opposition to petroleum and oil-based plastics.
5. Henry Ford had produced a car with a steel chassis and hemp plastic, non-rusting body with a diesel engine designed to run on hemp ethanol.
(In “the land of the free” the globalists couldn’t let free enterprise and the best most sustainable way succeed, now could they?)
6. In central Asia cannabis is called “the plant of the gods” because on the one plant there are so many uses – building and construction, the
earth’s strongest natural fibre for clothes, shoes, tents, cellulose for high quality paper etc., seed and nutritious leaves for food, seed oil for
fuel, and bud oil or hashish for medicine, celebration and enlightenment.
7. The globalist plan cannot defeat a world based on profit-sharing cannabis industries built on local capital. The globalists need a big expensive
global drilling and tanker network, polluting refineries, and pipelines of dark dirty oil to base their $US globalist total spectrum prison on,
whereas environmentally friendly cannabis industries built upon A People’s Cannabis Industry Investment Bank Cooperative in every country
can start local, grow big fast and benefit every individual in every country
8. A People’s Cannabis Industry Investment Bank Cooperative in every country would see the stabilisation of the world’s financial system on real
usable value with cannabis, rather than just about useless gold, and certainly infinitely more viable than digits in a derivative-based,
speculative financial system linked to an out-of-control (less than 16% average Congress approval 50 months) U.S. government militarizing
the world to put more money in the hands of those who would enslave us in all ways if they could, and will, if we don’t wise up.
PARTICULARS:
1. In 1913 the Federal Reserve Bank of USA became privately owned by a conglomerate of industrial and banking families including the
Rockefellers, who believed in monopolies.
2. In the same era the Rockefellers built a great name for themselves as so-called philanthropists by building hospitals and medical colleges all
over USA.
3. While medicine had for millennia been practiced with two main branches – Allopathic and Empirical, the Rockefellers ensured that only the
allopathic branches of medicine, that could be framed into a highly profitable patented business model, were permitted, and enshrined in
law through the USFDA and its radically flawed pharmaceutical testing regime.
4. Little follow-up and analysis of real results of pharmaceutical poisons is done. They are tested for their effect on symptoms against sugar pills
before wide-spread use, but it is only after many have suffered or died before it will be found to be defective and more will suffer and die
before it is withdrawn. Once the patient is using more than two poisons at a time there is likely no testing whatsoever of combined toxicity.
This is very un-scientific in the way medicine is actually practiced. Many patients end up on 10 or more poisons, with little science to predict
any outcome except slow death of undeterminable causes.
5. The testing is not on overall effectiveness at curing the illness in real practice against the results for those who used no treatment, or
empirical methods still available, or better still cannabis oil, as would be real and true testing of the pharmaceutical poisons. The FDA and
TGA testing is Clayton’s testing.
6. Medically (psychiatrically) prescribed mind-altering psychotropic drugs have serious flaws in that there is NO scientific test for the claimed
“chemical imbalance in the brain” and the 170 “illnesses” they have somehow been able to have approved by the FDA and its mindless
follower TGA. Upon this “science” these very dangerous drugs are prescribed to “patients” of all ages. The whole psychiatric industry is
medical fraud and the total cost is immeasurable.
7. Empirical medicine is based on using herbs and physical non-invasive therapies, and meditation/relaxation to help the body help itself, and
help the person to know and help themselves.
8. Empirical medicine is wholistic, based on insightful intelligent healers, and simple methods that work.
9. Allopathic medicine is fragmentary and based on poisons and tunnel-visioned, only partially-educated technicians, with barbaric surgery and
radiation to follow if that doesn’t work.
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10.
Allopathic medicine breeds dependency to inadequate, ill-considered symptom-based medicine, while at the same time taking away
obviously unquestionably unalienable rights to nature-given medicine that strengthens the constitution of the body and the individual to
maintain good health.
11.
The Therapeutic Goods Administration was deceived, and then the doctors and pharmacists were deceived. Then they worked with
the government and legislated against doctors speaking out in favour of cannabis, yet nonetheless none of the parties have come out to expose
the big lie even though it is now patently obvious that cannabis bud oil is an extraordinary medicine.
12.
Cannabis oil is not only very safe in comparison to pharmaceuticals, but has been used for thousands of years. Even in the 1930’s,
before prohibition, cannabis oil was very widely prescribed in the US, Europe and Australia. The U.S. A.M.A. was initially strongly against
classifying cannabis in a way which removed it from use. Extensive studies by the British in Calcutta and by a New York Mayor concluded medical
value and no significant harmful individual or social problems with its use, and recommended no illegality or restriction on its use.
13.
David Rockefeller donated the land upon which the United Nations Building was erected and a sizable portion of its cost. The big lie
and the big money connection meet at the centre of the global enforcement.
14.
The assertion that cannabis oil had no medicinal value is undeniably a deliberate lie of immense gain to U.S. and multinational
companies, and immense suffering, burden and cost to humanity.
LOSS ESTIMATES For Australia only. Other peoples including the American people themselves could add their claim to ours. Broad brush today’s
values
50% total expenditure on health by
government and individuals (est. at $200Bpa)
$100Bpa
Loss of profits industrial and medical cannabis industry
$150Bpa
Total $250Bpa
The lie started about 100years ago. If the Rockefellers had been honest about the medical knowledge at the time they could never restrict medicine
to pharmacology, surgery and radiation. The medical model they enshrined into law was mostly a disease business model. To sell it as a health model
was a lie. Cannabis medicine would have blossomed from the 1920’s and we would have never had to pay for most of the largely experimental
treatment of symptoms with known poisonous substances. We could have been helped to become well and kept well by the very best of nature’s
medicines combined with meditation and exercise, and dancing and singing in a free land with a social and legal system of our own choosing, not one
imposed by those who would deceive and enslave us. Without the lies of the deceivers and the human rights impositions firstly by the colonialists
and then their propaganda mates in Hollywood, we could have been a very different country. And NOW we could wipe the slate clean and start
again, and re-build the way we want.
Let’s reduce, as a show of good will at the start, from 100 yrs to 75yrs x $250B = $18.75 Trillion, plus punitive and compensatory damages ?? We
don’t want to be litigious, let’s start at $25Trillion. OK no fussin around – we’re Aussies, not into hard bargains. We’ll be nice about it and offer a
very reasonable $8Trillion, not in $U.S. but in gold and globalists’ assets within our borders. 12mths installments. No interest lay-by ….OK?
We have to ensure that the U.S. people don’t have to pay like the banker bailouts. No, the defendant on the claim is the Owners of the Federal
Reserve. We can join with the peace-loving people of the world including those within the USA, with one claim.
World claim ? x 100 ? $2.5Quadrillion reduced to $800Trillion for a quick settlement, sign by the end of next year, total process and payment
completed worldwide by 2020. OK?....
Cannabis Medical Trials, The Largest Real Medical Trials in History
Proposed Framework and Rough Costings
INDUSTRIAL HEMP is currently around $270 per metric ton (1000Kg)
I suggest industrial hemp farmers could produce sun-grown medicinal grade (5%) buds with the seeds separated for $2,000 per metric ton.
Townships like Armidale, Dubbo or Griffith could co-operate with farmers and police transparently so the medicine can be grown legally and most
inexpensively in the sun. The township can gain a big contract and a sizeable quantity of cannabis fibre and seeds to supply other viable industry,
while then becoming a preferred supplier when the trials prove cannabis’s wonderful effectiveness, which is in fact just a confirmation. We know it
works. We want to know how good, on what, a.s.a.p. So we need to get organized for next autumn harvest !! Plenty of people are being poisoned.
We need to get them real medicine that works.
Both cannabis indica and cannabis sativa strains would be grown and a range of oral medicine with different ratios of mixing would be produced. For
eg. 7 medicines
100% Sativa : 80/20 : 65/35 : 50/50 : 35/65 : 20/80 : 100%Indica.
I suggest 80% of the plants grown be indica because I suggest 80% of the total medicine actually prescribed by the cannabis doctors will be indica
20,000 met.tons of 5% medicinal buds makes 1,000m.t. medicinal bud oil
200gm bud oil equates to serious illness dose of 2gm per day for 100 days.
1,000,000kg = 1 billion grams bud oil (5,000,000 treatments x 200g) with a
base cost of 20,000 x $2,000 = $40,000,000 = 4c per gram = $8 per 200grams.
Simple solvent extraction & packaging could make the total cost less than $10.
Cannabis bud oil has been shown to help cancer, multiple sclerosis, alcoholism, bipolar, leukemia, panic attacks, vomiting, concentration, asthma,
low energy, anorexia, spasms post-traumatic stress disorder, arthritis, Parkinson’s, headaches and nausea, diabetes, Alzheimer’s, glaucoma,
psoriasis, insomnia, diarrhea, anxiety and depression and more.
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I Suggest maximum $500 per 200gm provides capital for comparative testing with current allopathic treatments in possibly the most significant
medical trials in history, as well as total costs to design and run studies, publish results, non-profit.
I envisage willing patients, and doctors willing to prescribe, will register to participate in the trial, if of course the laws are changed so they don’t lose
their medical license.
The patient would be attending their doctor as usual and pay for the visits and the medicine, whether using cannabis oil or allopathic medicine.
The $500 is intended then to cover the supply of the cannabis oil medicine and all costs of extra time of the doctor and extra testing needed for the
trial, as well as half of the cost of the administration and publishing of the trial.
The other half of the trial cost would be paid by the pharmaceutical companies supplying the allopathic treatment to compare with the cannabis
treatment. These would then pay for the extra testing and doctor’s involvement in their half of the trial.
Cannabis medicine opens up wonderful possibilities. Allopathic medicine and its delusion that you can prescribe a poison to cure, has always focused
on the perceived professionalism and persona of the doctor, and the poison to give to alleviate the symptom once the patient is sick. Cannabis has
characteristics that can only be described as health inducing, or tonic, or preventative medicine. I believe the trial should include the analysis of the
use in healthy people to feel better and to remain healthy, not just in its treatment of sickness and disease once obvious.
I wish to hear by email from:
Any farmers who can provide a quotation for supply of 1,000 metric tons or more of medicinal grade cannabis buds, if all the legalities were set prior,
who can access suitable seed.
1.
Any farmers who can provide a quotation for supply of 1,000 metric tons or more of medicinal grade cannabis, if all the legalities were set
prior, as long as suitable seed was provided.
2.
Any township willing to seriously contemplate the management of the manufacture and processing of the total cannabis oil required for the
trials, or a significant portion.
3.
Any independent growers in Australia who could supply suitable seed.
4.
Any philanthropist who can support this project until the legalities have been sorted out and approval confirmed, and the cash-flow is selfsupporting. Whatever provided can be returned to the supporter later.
I suggest the possibility that advance payments of the $500 by willing participants in the trial could provide the initial funds to pay the farmers to
produce the medicine.
30,000 met tons (est. $8m) of fibre, seeds, and cellulose would be by-product of medicine manufacture. This material could be value added to $30m.

THE PEOPLE’S CANNABIS INDUSTRY INVESTMENT BANK CO-OPERATIVE
Thomas Jefferson said: “If people let government decide what foods they eat and what medicines they take, their bodies will soon be in as sorry a
state as are the souls of those who live under tyranny.” People like you and me might read these words and gain useful insight for more conscious
living, but others read them as instructions helpful to the development of their sick tyrannical plans.
Cannabis is medicine from nature and so cannot be withheld from any person as this contravenes unalienable rights. Any government that does so is
enacting illegal laws, and cannot say they respect human rights. We have unalienable rights that come with us from Existence at birth. Our
unalienable rights do not stem from government nor do they require any government to write any laws to define them. They are indisputable except
by sociopathic tyrants. However, The People can agree to regulation for mutual advantage, and to protect against under-age use.
The P.C.I.I.B.C (PCB for short) is structured to provide the high-quality medicine at low cost, develop the science as far as possible, and regulate
supply. Simultaneously it is structured to finance a huge industrial and medicinal hemp industry based on no-interest loans to profit share or
cooperative or communal enterprises.
The world’s financial system is likely going to come apart in some way or be hit by regular banker bailouts. Who can say how bad it will be or when it
will happen? Yet most sense it is just a matter of time. A FIAT currency system based on the U.S. dollar and dwindling oil, with the U.S. government
spending itself into oblivion with a global imperial military agenda/expenditure, with its own industry crumbling, cannot remain as it is now.
Civilizations throughout history have gone through the same unavoidable, it surely seems by now, process, if they attempt imperialism. The time for
the modern western USA based civilization is reaching this point. Mike Maloney in “The Hidden Secrets of Money” brings out the way the Federal
Reserve System works (for the ultra-rich rich boys – not us) and looks at the history of civilizations, their wars, empires and their fiat money, and
their collapse. It is almost undeniably inevitable, unless you think the very biggest attempt will find a way to avoid the same fated collapse.
Australia’s financial system is currently joined at the hip with the U.S, and our banks have similarly gone off the gold standard, and been deceived
into enormous risk on the speculative, derivative, long-unintelligible-equation- based banking, that London and Wall St have subtly been debt-raping
the world through.
We will have to ease back to a more secure gold and/or silver-based system. Yet even with the gold standard there is a downside. Gold in principle is
very sound. It doesn’t degrade or rust. It is rare and will hold value. Yet, despite a few industrial purposes, it is of little practical value. Can’t eat it,
keep warm with it, or build with it to practically add purposeful and useful value to human life.
Industrial and medicinal cannabis is the best of both worlds in that it is stable and durable yet also enormously useful and beneficial. With national
industry based on cannabis, farmers could have an eternally stable income, and industry would have a constant supply of the earth’s best raw
materials. With legalization of medicinal hemp, hemp bud oil could be produced at such a low cost as to be able to save the country many billions of
dollars annually, and in conjunction with industrial hemp, produce hundreds of billions in local industries and exports. We could also create an
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enormous industry of health and happy-life tourism, and draw millions of the most creative generous people from around the world to our shores
with obvious long-term benefits.
I am highly critical of the divide-and-conquer breach of trust where the government gives power to the corporations/banks rather than exercising the
power to set up structures that create a symbiosis and mutually beneficial relationship between the government, the corporations/banks, We-thePeople, and all the individuals within the society.
The fundamental model of the P.C.I.I.B.C. is vitally important so that the enormous wealth and benefit of embracing the earth’s most useful and
medicinal plant is sustainably and equitably managed and distributed. We have to create the wealth to invest and expand the hemp-based
industries, provide tax to the government to cover all of its costs and a lot more, be generous to workers, yet not allow the wealth to ultimately be in
individual, corporate, or government hands with excessive profit motive, available to invading hedge funds or giant marauding, derivative beastsof-prey corporations or such. The wealth hub should lie with the people and be used for the benefit of this nation.
The PCB would be a special sort of life-form, more like a rain-forest or a nursing Labrador than a corporation. It is not a corporation. It has no
shareholders. It is managed by the residents of the country at the time. It cannot be bought by the globalists. All the profits are spent on expanding
the bank and the industry it supports, and community and infrastructure projects. The Bank as I am explaining herein is in my understanding the
very best way to address the needed shift from foreign ownership by unstable $U.S. banks to Australian owned, Australian-industry-exclusive
investment banks. Superannuation dollars now overseas could be invested in such banks. Given the model of no-interest loans to industry, and the
security of being able to redeem an investment in hard goods, some with superfunds may believe it is safer and more sensible at this stage of the
game, even if there was no interest, if there was a real guarantee (not some government guarantee to be paid by the people). The guarantee would
be real by the very structure of The PCB, so to invest in The People’s Cannabis Bank, even at no-interest/no fee would reasonably be expected to be
better than most superannuation plans, as many of them have fallen with the GFC, and when will the next bailout be?
This Cannabis Investment Bank would be nation-building; a huge boost to agriculture, fuel production with greatly reduced carbon footprint, greatly
needed boost to green-plastics, green affordable superior and fireproof dwelling construction, hemp-fibre industry, and most importantly, natural
medical industry far more effective and affordable.
Herein are my seed thoughts with some vague ideas of dollar values, which I place on the enquiry table, inviting input from others to refine and
develop the concepts. The figures are just an initial guide to possibility. Yet because of the enormous intrinsic worth of the cannabis plant, one can
see that there is then ample scope for all people from the growers to the processors, retailers, end-users, to those providing capital, and to the
government also, to benefit. There would be a range of prices for industrial hemp materials and medicinal oils based on quality. To simplify the initial
calculations I am using a single value.
Implied is legalization and de-criminalization of industrial and medicinal hemp – absolutely minimal regulation, like growing sorghum or grapes, or
selling alcohol or tobacco. Arrow and mirror-straight media education. Set up People’s Cannabis Industry Investment Bank Co-operative (NSW) as a
starter, with the responsibility to centralize and manage all hemp materials statewide, with storage and processing facilities set up regionally.
Currently industrial hemp price to growers is $270 per metric ton. I suggest set an initial buying price by The PCB of $300 p.m.t. with all qualityconfirmed production guaranteed to be purchased to provide security and extra capital to local growers to develop co-operative processing facilities
which would function hand-in-hand with the PCB and produce high quality textile fabrics, seed oil, fuel, crete, woodchips, flour etc. Basic processed.
PCB on-sells at average $360 p.m.t. to secondary processors and manufacturers.
Manufacturers could be assured of a continuous supply of virtually unlimited quantity of good-quality, environmentally sound, primary-processed
raw materials at a workable consistent price. Given the dynamics of production, market forces and fluctuating costs, prices paid to farmers could rise
and fall seasonally, but with the overall intention of harmony working in a Oneness Paradigm, in contrast to divide-and-conquer competitive screwpress-everyone-from-the-top-down paradigm, the price would be always fair and sustainable, and so profitable. The Bank is intended to give a good
price to the farmers, but with a free unregulated production and guaranteed sale to the PCB, the price that PCB pays could reduce to current levels
or lower and still be a good win for the farmers. Farmers in some areas could be subsidized. The goal would be to be able to supply the industrial
hemp materials to processors and manufacturers as cheaply as possible so that their businesses could be quickly viable, generous to employees, and
grow to export capability, while still giving the farmers a good earn and not later leveraging the farmers unfairly. The cannabis medical could feasibly
support the cannabis industrial so there could be just 8-12% markup farmer to PCB to independent primary processors. We are one country all
needing the whole system to work well. Good communication, honesty and transparency will ensure that the whole country significantly benefits.
Another model can be based on the fibre, seed and cellulose being considered a by-product of the medicine agriculture, and could be used within the
P.C.B structure, say for example, seed being used to produce ethanol to be made into gas to replace what could have come from CSGM, which we
now surely have to stop. With the expanded use and low production cost of agriculturally produced cannabis, the most beneficial health inducing
medicine on earth, the price can be appropriately set on the cannabis buds to produce the oil, so that the rest of the plant can be sold at the most
favourable price for industry to flourish.
P.C.I.I.B.C. purchases medicinal strength hemp buds from specially licensed growers at $2,000 p.m.t. to cover extra costs to produce high quality
strains and separate the buds, and the seeds from the buds. PCB pays the government $2,000 p.m.t. tax. (50% state, 50% federal) If we add $1,000
p.m.t. for all storage and administration costs we can say that a realistic cost price to the PCB would be $5,000 p.m.t. or $5 p.kg. (Current black
market bulk retail price is around $8,500 per kg)
With unlimited production of industrial hemp and licensed medicinal hemp, only those producing medicinal hemp will know which fields it is in, and
with raw buds for smoking or vapourising available legally at a much lower cost there would be no need for high security, as the illegal trade would
be effectively wiped out. Simultaneously I believe the hard drug trade would be greatly diminished by availability of low-cost medicinal cannabis oil.
Farmers who were licensed to produce medicinal grade cannabis would face penalties and lose their license if they traded with anyone other than
the P.C.I.I.B.C. I feel though these farmers would be very happy, indeed feel privileged to be a licensed cannabis medicine supplier, and the extra
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profitability of the farming for cannabis medicine, though not extraordinary, would encourage the highest quality of production standards, and
ethical transparency.
PCB could sell the raw unprocessed buds for $100,000 p.m.t. ($100 p.kg) to PCB wholesale/retail. PCBW/R pays $100 per kg tax. (50% state, 50% fed.)
Retail price set at $350 p.kg ($10 p.ounce) for unprocessed buds, and $455 per kg ($13 p. ounce) for the hemp bud component of all processed
products such as drinks, cookies, chocolate. The retail business makes profit, pays tax. PCB wholesales raw and processed medicine to selected
independent stores, with standardized retail pricing PCB and independents.
Cannabis oil and cannabis oil capsules could be produced by PCB and held in the medicinal bank, and sold at $1,800 per kg direct to PCB retail
outlets, who pay $500 per kg tax. (50% state, 50% federal) Retail price to end user would be set at $2,500 per kg or $2.50 per gram. A tonic dose of
0.3gram per day would be $0.75 p.d., and a highest dose cancer-cure of 3 grams per day would be $7.50 per day. (No GST) Given the high profit in
the PCB on medicinal hemp oil, there is extensive scope for subsidy and indeed charity in the supply of cannabis oil medicine to disadvantaged
people.
P.C.I.I.B.C. profits would be used on expanding regional storage facilities, research, education, health and happiness industry support, wholistic
healing programs, and maintaining the industrial hemp price as low as possible, while being generous to the farmers. Hard stocks of industrial and
food hemp materials, and medicinal cannabis oil would be steadily increased as hundreds of millions of tons of The Plant of The Gods is processed to
produce real wealth all across the continent. Individuals should see the sense in no interest/no fee deposits guaranteed to be able to be redeemed
for real essential and useful materials, irrespective of what the globalist puppet-masters do.
The PCB could be the nation’s true insurance against the uncertainties of the global financial system. When the uncertainties of the greed economy
finally hit home the people of the nation will be able to redeem their investment in real and useful goods.
If all Aussie money is in the PCB, no-one will lose out, no need to redeem. Smooth sailing.
Individuals could grow their own cannabis for personal use. Excess could be shared but not sold. Commercial scale private indoor growing of
medicinal hemp would be discouraged because of the low returns, legal availability at low price, with little enforcement needed. There would be
virtually no black market. Given the value of the P.C.B. to the people, the people would be the major policers of regulations.
There would also be considerable scope for specialist producers and manufacturer’s within a value-added, specialist, free enterprise regulated
market, like alcohol, on top of the framework of agriculturally produced cannabis.

Educational References: You-tube:
“Global Hemp Revolution - Decriminalize Cannabis Marijuana Industrial”,
“Cancer the Forbidden Cures” - Full Documentary, “All Wars are Banker’s Wars” “Hidden Secrets of Money” - Mike Maloney “Run from
the Cure” - Rick Simpson
“Cannabis Rising: The Key In The Lock”,
“Cannabis – Documentary”,
“Making a Killing: The Untold Story of Psychotropic Drugging”, “Treason” Parts 1,2,3
“Scientific Research and Real Facts about the Cannabinoids in Cannabis”
“Ron Paul’s Last Speech U.S Congress.”
“Strain Hunters India Expedition”
“The Longest Most Educational Cannabis Hemp Movie!”
Documentaries by John Pilger, Alex Jones, Michael Moore, Max Igan, Aaron Russo.

